
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 “Two Capitals” tour of Moscow and Saint-Petersburg 8 days / 7 nights 

We offer you a great opportunity to get acquainted with both Russian capital cities Moscow and 
Saint-Petersburg. Get to know vibrant and busy Moscow, the largest city of Europe with the 
population of more than 11 million people and dive into imperial glory of Saint-Petersburg.  
Day 1. 
Arrival 
Check-in 
Orientation city tour with photo stop at Vorobievy Hills, walk in Gorky park. Board on Radisson 
Boat to take Moscow River cruise. Radisson boat is ice breaker and operates all year round. 
Return to the hotel. 
Day 2. 
Breakfast at the hotel. 
Visit to Kremlin and Cathedrals. 
Visit to Red Square. Optional: visit to St. Basils Cathedral for an additional fee 
Walking on Old Arbat street and Moscow metro tour. 
Return to the hotel. 
Day 3. 
Breakfast at the hotel. 
Visit to the Museum of Cosmonautics. 
Optional: Visit to Panorama 360° - observation deck of Ostankino TV Tower for an additional fee 
Return to the hotel. 
Day 4. 
Breakfast at the hotel. 
Check out. 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Departure to Saint-Petersburg 
Arrival. Check in 
Day 5. 
Breakfast at the hotel. 
Orientation city tour with photo stops at Admiralty, St. Isaac’s Square, Bronze Horseman 
monument, Spit of Vasilievsky Island, legendary Aurora cruiser. Visit to Peter and Paul Fortress – 
the heart and the first building of the city. Visit to St. Isaac’s Cathedral. 
Return to the hotel. 
Day 6. 
Breakfast at the hotel. 
Visit to the celebrated Hermitage Museum with one on the world largest art collections. 
Walking tour along Nevsky Prospekt with visits to Kazan Cathedral, Zinger House and Eliseev’s 
shop. 
Optional: Visit to Faberge Museum for an additional fee 
Return to the hotel. 
Day 7. 
Breakfast at the hotel. 
Departure to Pushkin to visit to Catherine Palace with Amber room. 
Return to the hotel. 
Day 8. 
Breakfast at the hotel. 
Check out. 
Free time or optional tour for an additional fee:  excursion in the Russian Museum - the most 
popular art museum in Russia or excursion to the Yusupov Palace - one of the rare mansions of 
St. Petersburg, preserved in its original form. 
Departure transfer. 
 
* Travel agency reserves the right to change the order of the excursion program without reduce its volume. 

 
Prices for the tour per person, in Euro: 
 

Hotel 
category 

1 – 2 pax 3 – 4 pax 5 – 10 pax 

SGL DBL SGL DBL SGL DBL 

3* 1582€ 905€ 905€ 658€ 782€ 658€ 

4* 1857€ 1075€ 1175€ 827€ 1049€ 745€ 

5* 2458€ 1363€ 1776€ 1114€ 1650€ 1041€ 

3*: Izmailovo Gamma / Rossiya hotel or similar 

4*: Azimut Olympic / Ambassador hotel or similar 

5*: Hilton Leningradskaya / Taleon Imperial Hotel St.Petersburg or similar 

The tour includes: 

- Arrival and departure private guided transfers; 
- Accommodation with breakfast at the hotel; 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 

- Private transport and professional guide assistance on the program; 
- Entrance tickets to museums; 
- Visa support 
- “Sapsan” train ticket Moscow – St. Petersburg 1 way  

 
*Rates are net and subject to reconfirmation  

*Group rates can be provided upon request 

 

 

   


